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Current Radar and Satellite Data

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather
Showers and storms are ongoing across the western and northwestern Gulf this morning. This activity is forecasted to
continue through this morning as it lifts off to the north-northeast into this afternoon. The threat for showers and storms
should decrease across the far west and southwest Gulf as this activity lifts to the north-northeast but will increase across the
north-central Gulf through the evening hours. A few strong to severe storms could be possible within some of the embedded
convection, with enhanced wind gusts, heavy rain, and frequent lightning being the main threat from these. This activity is
due to a trough along the Texas Coast helping to provide the lift needed to initiate the showers and storms. A stationary front
will settle near the northern Gulf Coast this weekend and further enhance thunderstorm chances along with it.

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards
In addition to this activity, an area of high pressure to the east and this weak disturbance lifting north across Texas from
Mexico may produce increasing winds and seas primarily for the western Lease Areas where a tighter pressure gradient is
possible. Lighter conditions are forecasted further east closer to the high where the pressure gradient won't be as tight. This
high pressure over the eastern Gulf of Mexico is forecasted to lift north and allow for moderate to fresh onshore winds for
most locations by early to mid-next week. Expect seas heights to continue to build during this time as well and reach 4 to 7
feet.
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